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Abstract: Crack is one critical factor that degrades the performance of photovoltaic (PV) panels. To gain a better understanding of the impacts of cracks appeared on PVs and also to mitigate it, its failure mechanism, detrimental effects, criticality, and potential risks on independent PV panels are firstly reviewed in this study. An experimental study which investigates the degradation of series connected and parallel connected PV strings which are affected by cracked cells are presented. A comparison of impacts of the partially shaded PV panel string and cracked cells happened to the PV panel string is given to evaluate their criticality levels. The experimental results show that the series connected PV panel string is strongly affected once the cell is seriously cracked, as the current generation capability is clamped. Partial shading, however, shows better performance. In addition, though the overall power the parallel connected PV string is reduced, it is less affected by the cracked cells compared to the series connected one. Lastly, a bypass diode is added to a series connected PV panel string with cracked cells, and the experimental results show that it can be an effective way to minimise the negative impacts of cracks.

1 Introduction

With the increasing penetration of the photovoltaic (PV) in the energy market, its performance and reliability become critical issues. PV panels are considered as relatively reliable components with long service life compared to its interfaced power electronics circuits. Moreover, most of the manufacturers provide long-term power output warranty, which defined as, the output power of the solar panel would be no less than 80% of minimum ‘Peak Power Standard Test Conditions’ within the period [1, 2] (e.g. Sharp Mono: NURC300 (25-year [1]), all solar panels from Solar Technology International Ltd (20-year [2])). However, the most recent work claims that large power losses are induced by the micro-cracks in [3], which significantly reduce the power efficiency of the panel and shorten its lifespan. The conclusion is obtained from 10 PV panels (Panel Model: Romag SMT6 (60)P PV Modules with 25-year power output warranty) with 7-year operation age at the University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom. The measured efficiencies of the two degraded panels with defects are 80.73 and 85.43%, respectively, while the other normal panels are between 97–99%. The panel with an efficiency of 80.73% indicates it is approaching its end-of-lifetime, which is much shorter than the expected 25-year and do not meet the manufacturer's warranty.

Based on this concern, micro-cracks failure mechanisms are reviewed. The cracks most likely are generated during the manufacturing, transportation and installation stages, and the mechanical stress such as snow loads could increase its possibility to develop to a larger size [4]. It is also mentioned in [5] that, the direct impact of the micro-cracks on the solar panel is limited and no loss occurs when the separation area is under 8%. However, if the inactive area continuously grows with the cracks to around 12–50%, the power loss, increase almost linearly to the power of one double string. In [6], uniform load tests, followed by an artificial ageing process (humidity-freeze (HF) cycling) are implemented to evaluate the criticality of cracks. A high criticality is considered if a crack has high possibility to form an electrically isolated area of 16–24% potentially. The results verify the theory that cracks parallel to busbar are the most critical ones, which not only have a high probability to form an electrical disconnection, but also have a high degradation percentage after 200 HF cycles. Lamination experiments with varied loads are conducted in [7] aiming at predicting the loss caused by the cracks and its propagation. The results indicate that, cracks do not necessarily cause the electrical isolation. However, increasing the stress on the cracked cell will cause an increase of dark area which means a loose of electrical connection. However, the cracks occurred in parallel to the busbar are the most serious ones, which may permanently lose the connection with the remaining area which show a good agreement with the work in [6]. The corresponding I–V curves are measured to evaluate the cracks development and its loss performance. In [8], an investigation of the impact of the snail trail phenomenon and the micro-cracks on the solar panels is presented. The study concludes that the micro-cracks play a more significant role in the degradation of the solar panel performance. The decayed panel performs a lower maximum power point than the data sheet expected due to a reduced generated current.

The aforementioned researches reviewed the failure mechanism, detrimental effects, criticality, and potential risks of cracks on PV panels. As the supporting data in most work is collected from a large number of independent PV panels, the impact of cracked cells on the PV strings with different connections are still yet unknown. Though the general trends of the I–V or P–V curves may able to estimate theoretically, there is a lack of experimental work to support and verify it. In addition, to what extent are the cracked cells and the shaded cells acting on the degraded performance of the PV panels are also unclear. Hence, experiments focusing on evaluating the output power performances of PV strings which include both parallel and series connections are implemented. Experiments with and without a bypass diode in series connected PV strings are investigated. Besides, comparisons among a panel with two cells are shaded, a panel with two cells are cracked and a normal panel is given.

2 Review of impacts of different crack types on PV panel output performances

A series of experimental works are conducted to investigate the impacts of different crack types on their corresponding output performances. The measurements are implemented in the laboratory where the ambient temperature is set to 25°C. A 60 W solar panel which has 36 cells is used. The panel is reconfigured to
form four independent strings, with each string having nine cells in series. Owing to the fact that, cracks are formed and aggravated through a long operation period, and not all of crack types have significant impacts on the PV panel power generation capacity, artificial cracks are made in this experiment to mimic those serious decayed cracks. Two halogen lamps are used to simulate the solar radiation. Six cases are analysed to study the effects of different types of cracked cell on the output power of the strings. The enlarged photos of a normal cell and different cracked cells are shown in Fig. 1. The scenarios are listed as below:

i. **One string with no cracks (Fig. 1a):** This string generates $I-V$ and $P-V$ curves under normal working condition, and it is used as a reference.

ii. **One string with one cell horizontally cracked (Fig. 1b):** One cell in the second string is cut by utility knife, and this cut is perpendicular to the busbar.

iii. **One string with one cell diagonally cracked between busbar (Fig. 1c):** One cell in the third string is cut between the busbar, and it has a 45° angle.

iv. **One string with one cell cracked diagonally outside busbar (Fig. 1d):** This cut is similar to the previous cut, but outside the busbar (the cell effective area is reduced by 0.25%).

v. **One string with one cell partially cracked between busbar (Fig. 1e):** In this case, two cuts, which parallel and close to the busbar are made. Although the cell is not fully isolated to the busbar, about half of the cell area is eliminated.

vi. **One string with one cell totally cracked (Fig. 1f):** This cut is similar to the partial cracked between busbar. However, two more cuts are made to eliminate the whole cell from the string.

The measured $I-V$ and $P-V$ curves of these six cases are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. As can be seen, the worst scenario happens when a cell is totally cracked, followed by when a cell is partially cracked. The totally cracked cell means the cell loses the electrical connection to the busbar while the partially cracked cell has a limited effective area to generate current. Both of these two cases show a reduced current of the entire PV string. That is because of the structure of the solar cell. The cell basically is a P-N junction, and the front layer is the negative layer while the back layer is the positive one. In order to link PV cells in series,
connections are made by connecting the top layer of the first cell to the bottom layer of the second cell, as shown in Fig. 4. The current flows between the two layers, hence, any cells have serious cracks will affect the entire current path. Moreover, the temperature in each case is monitored, to study the potential risk of hot spot caused by cracks.

Table 1 summarised the maximum power, virtual power (the short circuit current multiply by the open circuit voltage), fill factor (FF) (the most important parameter that defines the quality of a PV panel, the value can be calculated by finding the ratio of maximum power over the virtual power which is used to define the quality of a PV panel, the higher FF means higher solar cell quality [4]), efficiency and temperature of these six cases are given. The results depict that, with the increasing of serious level of a cracked cell in a PV string, the string quality, maximum power generate capability, efficiency is reduced accordingly. The room temperature is set to 25°C, and the PV panel is cooled down before doing the next experiment. The temperature increases possibly due to the halogen lamps in the first case. With the increase of the serious level of cracks, the temperature rises accordingly. Case 6 shows the string increases to 34°C and the two neighbours increase to 31°C, which possibly can be developed to a hot spot.

3 Performance evaluation of PV panel strings with different connection methods

In addition, to study how cracked cells affect independent PV string output power, the following experimental work investigates and compares the performance of PV panel strings with different connections. It is worth noting that, the bypass diode, which is adopted to mitigate the crack impacts, is also studied and compared. Three groups of experiments are implemented:

i. Evaluation of output performances of a normal PV panel, a panel with two cracked cells and a panel with two shaded cells.

ii. Investigation and comparison of performances among three different PV panel strings, namely, two normal PV panels connected in series, two PV panels connected in series with one panel are seriously cracked, and two PV panels connected in series with one panel are seriously cracked and bypass diodes is used (Fig. 2).

iii. Investigation and comparison of output performances between two PV panels connected in parallel and two PV panels connected in parallel with one panel have serious cracked cells.

The experimental results of aforementioned three groups are shown in Figs. 5–7, respectively. As can be observed in Fig. 5, the detrimental impact of the cracks is more critical than the partial shading effect when the cells are seriously cracked. In Fig. 6, the results indicate that the serious cracked panel clamps the current of the PV string, and hence, significantly reducing the generated power. In addition, the extra bypass diode can effectively mitigate this phenomenon. The results shown in Fig. 7 that, the operation of the normal panel is not affected by the cracked one in the parallel connected PV string. Though the overall power is still lower.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the failure mechanism, detrimental effects, criticality, and potential risks of cracks on PV panels are reviewed. A series of experiment works are implemented to review the impacts of different crack types on independent PV strings. The outcomes verify that loss of electrical connection between PV cell and busbar would cause a great reduction of the entire PV string power generation capability. Moreover, the performances of PV panel strings with cracked cells in one of the panels are also investigated. A comparison between the series and parallel connected PV panel strings are given. Bypass diodes are suggested to add to the PV panel string to mitigate the current reduction by the serious cracked cells.
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Fig. 5 $I$–$V$ and $P$–$V$ curves for one normal panel, one panel with two shaded cells and one panel with two cracked cells.

Fig. 6 $I$–$V$ and $P$–$V$ curves for two panels connected in series, two panels connected in series with one cracked, and two panels connected in series with one cracked and a bypass diode is connected.

Fig. 7 $I$–$V$ and $P$–$V$ curves for two panels connected in parallel and two panels connected in parallel with one cracked.
